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Powerline Power Rack PPR1000  
 

The PPR1000 Power Rack from Powerline
by Body-Solid offers features and
reliability on par with commercial power
racks at a lower price. The PPR1000
Power Rack can be expanded and
customized with a range of options and
attachments to make it ideal for any
customer. With a height of 211 cm, this
power rack is shorter than most
commercial power racks, making it a great
choice for basements, garages or home
gym applications. Included with the rack
are a pair of J-Cups liftoffs and Pipe & Pin
safety devices that allow users to workout
safely on their own without worry.

 CHF 749.00  
      

      

Start your workout with one of the first inventions that allowed weightlifters to exercise safely and
effectively, the Power Rack! With a wide "walk-in" design, there's plenty of side-to-side movement for a
variety of exercises. Complete with 34 positions, a pair of J-Cups liftoffs, and two safety bars (Pipe & Pin
safety devices) to keep your workout routine the way it should be, easy and effective.

Features:

Power rack with 34 barbell rack adjustment options.
34 positions for the safety rests (at 5cm intervals)
built-in pull-up bar
with a pair of J-cups and safety bars
sturdy square tube frame construction 5x5cm, welded on 4 sides
extension possibility with rack extension
expandable with lat/row traction attachment for disc support including lower traction
device(cannot be used in combination with Powerline Multi Chin Up for PPR500/PPR1000)
customize and add accessories
Color: grey
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Available options for PPR1000:

Rack Extension (PPR1000EXT)
Lat-Rudder Extension for discs (PLA1000)
T-Bar Row (PPRTB)
U-Link for Battle Ropes/Tubes (PPRUL)
Band Pegs (PPRBP)
Weight Horns (PPRWH)
Multi Chin Up (PPRMCU)
J-Cups Bar Support (PPRJC)

Use: home use, payload: approx. 300kg
Equipment dimensions: W135.8 x D129.3 x H210.8cm, weight 76.2kg
Accessories: 2 Lift-Offs, 2 Safety Shelves
Options: Lat/row bar attachment (includes rowing and lat bar), rack extension, barbell, discs
Warranty: 2 years on labor and parts (excludes supplies)
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